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Abstract: 

1. Impacts of bottom fishing, particularly trawling and dredging, on seabed 
(benthic) habitats are commonly perceived to pose serious environmental 
risks. Quantitative ecological risk assessment can be used to evaluate 
actual risks and to help guide the choice of management measures needed 
to meet sustainability objectives.  

2. We develop and apply a quantitative method for assessing the risks to 
benthic habitats by towed bottom-fishing gears. The method is based on a 
simple equation for relative benthic status (RBS), derived by solving the 
logistic population growth equation for the equilibrium state. Estimating 
RBS requires only maps of fishing intensity and habitat type — and 
parameters for impact and recovery rates, which may be taken from meta-
analyses of multiple experimental studies of towed-gear impacts. The 
aggregate status of habitats in an assessed region is indicated by the 
distribution of RBS values for the region. The application of RBS is 
illustrated for a tropical shrimp-trawl fishery.  
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3. The status of trawled habitats and their RBS value depend on impact 
rate (depletion per trawl), recovery rate and exposure to trawling. In the 
shrimp-trawl fishery region, gravel habitat was most sensitive, and though 
less exposed than sand or muddy-sand, was most affected overall (regional 
RBS=91% relative to un-trawled RBS=100%). Muddy-sand was less 
sensitive, and though relatively most exposed, was less affected overall 
(RBS=95%). Sand was most heavily trawled but least sensitive and least 
affected overall (RBS=98%). Region-wide, >94% of habitat area had 
>80% RBS because most trawling and impacts were confined to small 

areas. RBS was also applied to the region’s benthic invertebrate 
communities with similar results.  
4. Conclusions. Unlike qualitative or categorical trait-based risk 
assessments, the RBS method provides a quantitative estimate of status 
relative to an unimpacted baseline, with minimal requirements for input 
data. It could be applied to bottom-contact fisheries worldwide, including 
situations where detailed data on characteristics of seabed habitats, or the 
abundance of seabed fauna are not available. The approach supports 
assessment against sustainability criteria and evaluation of alternative 
management strategies (e.g. closed areas, effort management, gear 
modifications). 
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Summary 25 

1. Impacts of bottom fishing, particularly trawling and dredging, on seabed (benthic) habitats are commonly 26 

perceived to pose serious environmental risks. Quantitative ecological risk assessment can be used to evaluate 27 

actual risks and to help guide the choice of management measures needed to meet sustainability objectives.  28 

2. We develop and apply a quantitative method for assessing the risks to benthic habitats by towed bottom-29 

fishing gears. The method is based on a simple equation for relative benthic status (RBS), derived by solving 30 

the logistic population growth equation for the equilibrium state. Estimating RBS requires only maps of fishing 31 

intensity and habitat type — and parameters for impact and recovery rates, which may be taken from meta-32 

analyses of multiple experimental studies of towed-gear impacts. The aggregate status of habitats in an 33 

assessed region is indicated by the distribution of RBS values for the region. The application of RBS is 34 

illustrated for a tropical shrimp-trawl fishery. 35 

3. The status of trawled habitats and their RBS value depend on impact rate (depletion per trawl), recovery 36 

rate and exposure to trawling. In the shrimp-trawl fishery region, gravel habitat was most sensitive, and 37 

though less exposed than sand or muddy-sand, was most affected overall (regional RBS=91% relative to un-38 

trawled RBS=100%). Muddy-sand was less sensitive, and though relatively most exposed, was less affected 39 

overall (RBS=95%). Sand was most heavily trawled but least sensitive and least affected overall (RBS=98%). 40 

Region-wide, >94% of habitat area had >80% RBS because most trawling and impacts were confined to small 41 

areas. RBS was also applied to the region’s benthic invertebrate communities with similar results. 42 

4. Conclusions. Unlike qualitative or categorical trait-based risk assessments, the RBS method provides a 43 

quantitative estimate of status relative to an unimpacted baseline, with minimal requirements for input data. 44 

It could be applied to bottom-contact fisheries worldwide, including situations where detailed data on 45 

characteristics of seabed habitats, or the abundance of seabed fauna are not available. The approach supports 46 

assessment against sustainability criteria and evaluation of alternative management strategies (e.g. closed 47 

areas, effort management, gear modifications). 48 

Key-words: ecosystem-based fishery management; ecological risk assessment; effects of trawling; trawl 49 

footprints; benthic fauna; vulnerability indicators; depletion; recovery; resilience; sensitivity 50 
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Introduction 51 

Globally, bottom trawling and dredging interact directly with larger areas of seabed habitat than other human 52 

activities (Kaiser et al. 2002) and are widely perceived to have significant direct and indirect impacts on these 53 

habitats (Jennings & Kaiser 1998). Recognition of the collateral consequences of fishing, including habitat 54 

impacts by trawling, has led to the broader ecosystem being considered in managing fisheries (“ecosystem-55 

based fishery management”; Pikitch et al. 2004) and to the emergence of policy commitments and 56 

requirements from sustainable-seafood certification bodies to take account of ecosystem impacts of fishing in 57 

management plans (e.g. Rice 2014). Increasingly, this is occurring as part of national and international 58 

adoption and implementation of an “Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries” (FAO 2003; Sinclair & Valdimarsson 59 

2003). These policies demand levels of evidence that often do not exist, or are too costly to obtain, at scales of 60 

management regions. When resources are limited, a common approach for supporting management is risk 61 

assessment, which seeks to describe the magnitude of fisheries impacts and requirements for measures to 62 

meet management objectives. However, methods for risk assessment vary in their complexity and capacity to 63 

support management (Smith et al. 2007).  64 

Initially, environmental risk assessments for the effects of fishing (ERAEF) were based on a ‘likelihood–65 

consequence’ approach (e.g. Fletcher et al. 2002) and/or a qualitative ‘susceptibility–resilience’ approach (e.g. 66 

Stobutzki, Miller & Brewer 2001) and often, expert judgment was used for scoring (e.g. Eno et al. 2013). These 67 

non-quantitative, typically non-spatial, approaches provide estimates of relative levels of susceptibility or 68 

potential risk, but have limited ability to assess sustainability. More recently, quantitative (Zhou & Griffiths 69 

2008) and quantitative-spatial (Pitcher 2014) ERAEF approaches have been developed and applied. These 70 

provide estimates of absolute status and thus support more refined advice about management measures 71 

needed to meet sustainability objectives. These different levels of ERAEF were placed in a 3-tier ‘triage’ 72 

framework by Hobday et al. (2011) where risk is assessed by more detailed level 2 or 3 methods (with greater 73 

data demand and cost expected) if less detailed level 1 or 2 methods indicate that risk is non-negligible. 74 

In trawl fisheries, ERAEF has largely focused on non-target or bycatch species at level-2 (e.g. Stobutzki Miller & 75 

Brewer 2001; Astles et al. 2006), with recent level-3 assessments providing quantitative estimates of bycatch 76 
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sustainability (e.g. Zhou & Griffiths 2008; Pitcher 2014). However, habitat ERAEF (e.g. Williams et al. 2011) are 77 

less commonly implemented and typically less developed, with only a few examples of level-3 quantitative 78 

spatial assessments (e.g. Pitcher et al. 2015a,b). The slower development of habitat ERAEF may be due to the 79 

paucity of suitable data for habitats and the perception that habitats are intractable to model in a generalized 80 

way, because they comprise or harbour many interacting species with complex dynamics. However, some 81 

studies indicate that aggregate properties of seabed habitats and communities do respond in predictable ways 82 

to trawling impacts (Collie et al. 2000; Kaiser et al. 2006); thus their collective dynamics can be parameterised 83 

and used in quantitative assessment models (e.g. Ellis, Pantus & Pitcher 2014). The reduced variation in 84 

aggregate parameters may be important from an ecological perspective, because some species in a 85 

community will be more sensitive to impacts, have slower recovery times or interact more strongly with other 86 

species. Nevertheless, assessment of trawl risk at the level of habitat has clear management relevance 87 

considering that management objectives and certification requirements often focus on habitats rather than 88 

species (MSC 2014; Rice, Lee & Tandstad 2015). Attribution of parameters to overall dynamics enables 89 

quantitative status assessment for habitats and communities. Such assessments require information on their 90 

sensitivity to impacts, recovery rates, distributions, and exposure to trawling,.  91 

Here, we develop a simple, widely applicable quantitative level-3 ERAEF method for assessing relative benthic 92 

status (RBS) in areas fished with towed bottom-contact gears. As an example application, we assess RBS for 93 

seabed habitats and benthic invertebrate taxa in a tropical trawl fishery.  94 

Methods 95 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE RBS METHOD 96 

The dynamics of the abundance of seabed communities are assumed to be described by a Schaefer (1954)-97 

type logistic population growth equation, with an additional term to describe the direct impacts of trawling on 98 

the seabed, consistent with previous ERAEF approaches (e.g. Smith et al. 2007; Ellis, Pantus & Pitcher 2014), 99 

δB/δt=RB(1−B/K)−DFB eqn 1 
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where δB/δt is the rate of change in abundance B in time t, R is recovery rate, K is carrying capacity, D is trawl 100 

depletion rate (specific to different gear-types) and F is trawling effort as swept-area ratio (the total area 101 

swept by trawl gear within a given area of seabed, divided by that seabed area). This model has been used for 102 

dynamic assessments of benthos faunal status (e.g. Ellis, Pantus & Pitcher 2014) and to evaluate the effects of 103 

management (e.g. Pitcher et al. 2015a,b). Typically, assessment regions are gridded and the model (eqn 1) 104 

applied within every cell, assuming that the fauna in each grid cell respond independently to trawling. This 105 

assumption is considered acceptable for relatively immobile benthos, but cell-connectivity parameters could 106 

be added for mobile fauna (if available). At the scale of grid-cell sizes typically used (e.g. 0.01°, 1×1 nmi, 3×3 107 

km, 0.1° — Pitcher et al. 2015a; Dichmont et al. 2013; Hiddink et al. 2006a; Ellis, Pantus & Pitcher 2014), other 108 

studies have observed differences in benthos abundances related to patterns of trawling intensity defined on 109 

similar scales (e.g. McConnaughey et al. 2000; Piet et al. 2000; Pitcher et al. 2000; Lambert et al. 2011). 110 

The usual implementation of the logistic equation is dynamic, with trawling-induced mortality input as a time-111 

series and abundance output as a time-series. However, for data-limited situations, an approach that does not 112 

rely on a time series of inputs is desirable. If the question about risk is framed as “will the current level of 113 

fishing lead (or has it led) to habitat status that compromises a defined management objective?”, then a 114 

simpler approach can be used to assess status. This involves solving the logistic equation for the equilibrium 115 

state (i.e. δB/δt=0), in which case eqn 1 has the solution: 116 

B/K=1−FD/R if F<R/D, otherwise B/K=0 eqn 2 

where B/K represents relative benthic status (RBS). Thus the equation can be used when K is unknown, or 117 

cannot be clearly defined. The method assumes that the current (or future) level of trawl effort F has been (or 118 

will be) applied indefinitely. An analogous approach, based on this assumption, was used to project long-term 119 

biomass of benthic species under constant F (Appendix C in Ellis, Pantus & Pitcher 2014).  120 

Estimation of RBS (eqn 2) requires relatively few parameters: habitat type, trawl effort, depletion rates and 121 

recovery rates. Regional application of RBS requires maps of habitats and trawl effort; both should be 122 

determined for grid cells at a scale that adequately captures within-region heterogeneity of habitats and trawl 123 

effort. Grid cells of areas ~1–5 km
2
 typically are small enough that the distribution of fishing effort within those 124 
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cells is random (e.g. Rijnsdorp et al. 1998; Deng et al. 2005; Ellis, Pantus & Pitcher 2014). Maps of trawling 125 

intensity may be derived from fishing vessel logbooks and/or vessel monitoring systems (VMS); typically as 126 

hours of effort. These data need to be gridded at a suitable cell resolution, and converted to trawl swept-area 127 

ratio (using information on gear swept-width, tow speeds, and grid-cell area).  128 

Trawl impacts differ among gear types and habitats, and recovery rates differ among habitats. Typically, 129 

habitats in stable environments are dominated by longer-lived and more sensitive biota that recover slowly, 130 

while habitats exposed to high levels of natural disturbance (e.g. mobile sediments) tend to be dominated by 131 

less susceptible biota that recover quickly (Jennings & Kaiser 1998). Parameters for depletion and recovery 132 

rates, if not available for habitats in an assessment region, may be obtained from suitable representative 133 

meta-analyses of multiple trawl-impact experiments (e.g. Collie et al. 2000; Kaiser et al. 2006). However, 134 

experimental-scale depletion and recovery rate estimates (d, r) must be adjusted to grid scale parameters (D, R 135 

in eqn 2). If the grid scale is chosen so that trawling is distributed randomly within each cell then D=d, but R=r 136 

only when trawling is uniform. When trawling is random, the following adjustment is required:  137 

R=rd/[−ln(1−d)] eqn 3 

where d is proportional depletion rate per trawl pass (Ellis, Pantus & Pitcher 2014). In implementation, RBS is 138 

estimated for each grid-cell based on trawl effort and appropriate depletion and recovery rates for the gear 139 

and habitat. The average RBS and distribution of RBS values over grid cells, by habitat, indicate the landscape 140 

scale status of habitats.  141 

APPLICATION OF THE RBS METHOD  142 

We applied RBS to assess the status of habitats in Exmouth Gulf, Western Australia, which is fished for shrimps 143 

by otter-trawlers. The region has also been disturbed by cyclones (Loneragan et al. 2013) and extreme 144 

heatwaves (Caputi et al. 2016). Gear- and habitat-specific parameters for d and r were extracted from a 145 

published meta-analysis (Collie et al. 2000) and linked to maps of habitats and trawling effort in the Gulf. The 146 

sediment-habitat categories used in the meta-analysis were also adopted for Exmouth Gulf.  147 
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Depletion and recovery rates 148 

Impact effects (i), as log(response ratio), were taken from figure 2 of Collie et al. (2000) for gear type, habitat 149 

type, and benthos taxa. Estimates of i for gear-by-habitat and for taxa-by-habitat (for otter trawl) were 150 

inferred assuming additivity on the log scale and ignoring the possibility of interactions (Table 1). Impact values 151 

were assumed, conservatively, to represent the effect of a single trawl pass, although this may not have been 152 

the case in all studies included in the meta-analysis. The impact values (Table 1) for otter trawling in 153 

sedimentary habitats, and for three taxa (for which recovery rates could be estimated), were converted to 154 

proportional depletion rates d per trawl pass:  155 

d=1−e
i
 eqn 4 

Recovery was estimated from figure 5 in Collie et al. (2000), where LOESS curves were presented for 4 habitat 156 

types and 3 taxa, based on fits to recovery data. Time taken to recover to reference state differed across 157 

habitats (for all taxa pooled), with ~100 days on Sand, ~200 days on Mud and ~300 days on muddy-Sand. 158 

Recovery of Gravel was not presented in Collie et al. (2000), but was assumed to be similar to their ‘Biogenic’ 159 

category, at about 500 days given other evidence suggesting that gravel habitats recover more slowly than 160 

other sedimentary habitats (e.g. Kaiser et al. 2006). Recovery times also differed among the three taxa 161 

presented (for all habitats pooled), with about 200 days for Malacostraca (crustaceans), ~250 for Polychaeta 162 

(worms) and ~450 for Bivalvia (2-shelled molluscs).  163 

To estimate r, we solved the logistic equation for Bt (eqn 5; Figure 1) and fitted this model to the LOESS curves 164 

in figure 5 of Collie et al. (2000), after first back-transforming the response and re-scaling time from days to 165 

years:  166 

Bt=B0K/[B0+(K−B0)e⁻
rt
]  eqn 5 

where B0 is the abundance immediately after experimental impact. B0 is a function of depletion rate d per 167 

trawl and the number of experimental trawls T; thus, B0=K(1−d)
T
 and the complete model is: 168 

Bt=K(1−d)
T
/[(1−d)

T
+(1−(1−d)

T
)e⁻

rt
] eqn 6 
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This model was fitted using iterative non-linear regression. K was set to unity since Collie et al. (2000) 169 

presented their figure 5 on a log(response ratio) scale (i.e. relative to 1). T was assumed to be unity because, in 170 

this instance, d was separately estimated by eqn 4 and to estimate r it was only necessary for the model to fit 171 

abundance immediately after impact. If, in future, eqn 6 was used to simultaneously estimate both r and d, the 172 

actual value of T would be important.  173 

The recovery information in Collie et al. (2000) was for habitat and taxa main effects only. Habitat-by-taxa 174 

recovery rates for 3 taxa in 4 habitats were inferred in the same manner as those for impact effects. The 175 

experimental scale r estimates were adjusted, using eqn 3, to grid-scale R. 176 

Regional habitats and trawl effort  177 

Linking these estimates of depletion and recovery to the habitats of Exmouth Gulf requires that the region’s 178 

habitats are mapped according to the categories used in the meta-analysis. Mapped sediment data for the 179 

Gulf were obtained from a global database (dbSeabed, http://instaar.colorado.edu/~jenkinsc/dbseabed/, 180 

Jenkins 1997) as continuous fractions of mud, sand and gravel. These data are derived from any available 181 

direct sediment sampling or observations (e.g. quantitative and textual descriptions of grab/core samples) and 182 

subsequently interpolated using an Inverse Distance Weighted method. For the study area ~630 source 183 

samples were available, with their average separation of ~2–3 km comparable with the scale of the study grid. 184 

The continuous sediment fractions were classified to habitat types matching those of Collie et al. (2000), using 185 

a simplified Folk (1954) sediment ternary distribution (Gravel if %gravel>30%, else Sand if %mud<20%, else 186 

Mud if %sand<20%, else=muddySand — Figure 2 inset), and mapped.  187 

The distribution and intensity of trawl effort was mapped by interpolating and gridding position data of 188 

trawling events recorded in confidential fishing vessel logbooks for a 5-year period (2008–2012). Each trawl 189 

event included the associated hours of trawling effort. Gridding was done for 0.01° cells (~1.15 km²), because 190 

trawling typically is distributed randomly at this scale (see previous section) and hence D=d in eqn 2. If trawling 191 

at this scale was more uniform than random, then depletion would be greater; whereas if it was more 192 

aggregated than random, then depletion would be less (Ellis, Pantus & Pitcher 2014). Effort in hours per grid-193 

cell was re-scaled to total swept area, based on gear swept-width (≤30 m sweep, for shrimp trawls comprising 194 
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4 nets of 5.5 or 6 fathom head-rope length without sweeps or bridles; Kangas et al. 2007) and tow speeds 195 

(~3.5±0.3 knots). Total swept area per grid-cell was divided by grid-cell area to provide the swept-area ratio F. 196 

Effort distributions were consistent among years, so the assumption of constant F was considered reasonable 197 

and the average annual effort was mapped and used in the assessment. The total trawl-footprint area, 198 

accounting for overlapping trawling, was estimated using both uniform and random assumptions for effort 199 

distribution within cells.  200 

Status assessment  201 

The status of sedimentary habitats in Exmouth Gulf was assessed by setting the un-trawled status of each grid 202 

cell to unity and using eqn 2 to estimate RBS for each cell (expressed as a proportion of un-trawled status) 203 

from the D, R and F values. By inference, the RBS of habitats represents an average over the mix of benthic 204 

taxa typically present in these sediment categories across the range of studies included in the meta-analysis. 205 

The Gulf-wide status of habitats, accounting for their different sensitivity and exposure to trawling, was 206 

quantified by plotting the distribution of RBS values against proportion of habitat area, by mapping their 207 

spatial distribution and by the region-wide average RBS value.  208 

RBS was also assessed for three benthos taxa. In addition, their absolute status was estimated using 209 

information on their distributions (see Appendix S1). 210 

Results 211 

DEPLETION AND RECOVERY RATES 212 

The status of trawled habitats, and hence their RBS score, depends on their depletion rate, recovery rate and 213 

exposure to trawling. Gravel and Malacostraca have the highest depletion rates in response to otter trawling, 214 

whereas Mud and Bivalvia have the lowest (Table 2). Sand and Polychaeta have the highest grid recovery rates 215 

(R), whereas Gravel and Bivalvia have the lowest (Table 3). The sensitivity of habitats or taxa to trawling is 216 

given by the ratio D/R and the critical level of F that would drive their equilibrium status to 0 is R/D. Hence, 217 

Gravel is the most sensitive habitat and has critical F=4.6, whereas Sand is least sensitive. Malacostraca are the 218 

most sensitive taxa and have critical F=5.7 (pooled across habitats), whereas Bivalvia are least sensitive.  219 
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REGIONAL HABITATS AND TRAWL EFFORT  220 

Most (51%) sediments of the ~3,500 km² Exmouth Gulf, between 1–50 m depth, were classified as Sand 221 

followed by Gravel (27%, located mainly in the outer Gulf) and muddy-Sand (20%, mainly in the inner Gulf) 222 

(Figure 2). There are a few small areas of Mud (2%) close to the coast.  223 

Most trawling in the Gulf occurred in depths between 5–25 m and was aggregated in hotspots (Figure 3). No 224 

trawling was recorded in half of the total grid cells (Table 4, Figure 4) including areas both closed to trawling 225 

and open but not trawled. About 33% of cells were fractionally trawled (leaving ~75% area untrawled in total) 226 

and ~17% were trawled more than once per year. The highest swept-area ratio at the 0.01° cell-scale was ~7.8 227 

times per year. The trawl footprint calculated assuming random trawling (Table 4) estimates the area trawled 228 

in a single year at ~740 km² (~21% of the Gulf). However, because within-cell trawling generally is not fixed in 229 

space, the long-run expectation is that the area within each grid cell is trawled at the average swept-ratio 230 

(Ellis, Pantus & Pitcher 2014); hence, the uniform assumption is most representative of the multi-year trawl 231 

footprint (~892 km² or ~25% of the Gulf).  232 

Most trawling footprint, by area, occurred on Sand, followed by muddy-Sand, Gravel and Mud (Table 4). 233 

However, relatively, muddy-Sand was proportionally more exposed to trawling followed by Sand and Gravel 234 

(Figure 4); there are few areas of Mud and these were least exposed. A similar proportion (~10%) of each 235 

habitat, except Mud, was exposed to high effort (swept-ratio >~2). 236 

STATUS ASSESSMENT 237 

The RBS (B/K) of each habitat type as a function of trawling effort shows that Gravel would be most affected 238 

by trawling at all levels of effort (Figure 4), reflecting the higher depletion rates and slower recovery rates 239 

(Table 2, Table 3). At swept-area ratios >4.6, the fauna of Gravel were estimated to be fully depleted, with 240 

RBS=0 in 18 cells (~2.1%). Most Gravel was not exposed to trawling and ~93.4% of Gravel had RBS >50%. The 241 

distribution of RBS values by habitat area (Figure 5) can be used to define other status thresholds; e.g. ~86% of 242 

Gravel had RBS >80%. The Gulf-wide average RBS over all Gravel was 91%. Muddy-Sand was relatively more 243 

exposed to effort but was less sensitive; the minimum RBS of muddy-Sand was 57% and ~93% had status >80% 244 
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(Figure 5). The Gulf-wide RBS of muddy-Sand was 95%. Sand had most exposure to high effort but was the 245 

least sensitive habitat (Table 2, Table 3); its Gulf-wide RBS was >98% and >99% of Sand had status >80%. Mud 246 

had limited exposure to effort and no exposure to high effort (Table 4); its Gulf-wide RBS was >99% and all 247 

Mud cells had status >80%. The spatial distribution of habitat RBS (Figure 6) effectively matches that of trawl 248 

effort but with differences in trawled areas due to differences in sensitivity among sediment types. For 249 

example, the lowest RBS values were for Gravel in moderate-high effort areas, while neighbouring Sand 250 

habitat exposed to similar or greater effort levels had higher RBS values.  251 

The regional average RBS values of the three benthos taxa were similar to those for habitats, in the range ~91–252 

96%. Malacostraca were most affected and Bivalvia least. The absolute status results for taxa differed from 253 

their RBS, because they accounted for their distributions. Nevertheless, the Gulf-wide absolute status 254 

estimates were similar to average RBS because the abundance of each taxon was about average in trawled 255 

areas (Appendix S1). 256 

Discussion 257 

The development of the RBS method is timely because it addresses needs arising from national legislation that 258 

incorporates the ecosystem approach to fisheries (FAO 2003) driven by international policy commitments (Rice 259 

2014) and requirements from certification organisations (e.g. MSC 2014) to take account of the impacts of 260 

towed bottom-fishing gears on seabed habitats in management plans and fishery assessments. RBS provides a 261 

simple quantitative tool for assessing benthic impacts of bottom trawls and other towed fishing gears. The 262 

method is widely applicable, including to fisheries where trawl impacts have not yet been assessed, because it 263 

requires relatively few data inputs: 1) effort maps that can be derived from commonly collected VMS or tow 264 

data; 2) habitat maps that may be available from local regional surveys, or alternatively national or global 265 

geoscience databases of sediments provide first-order mapping of habitats (e.g. dbSeabed); 3) impact and 266 

recovery parameters, ideally from local experiments linked to habitat classifications used for the seabed where 267 

available, but with meta-analyses (as used herein) providing a more widely applicable alternative. 268 

Uncertainties in habitat classifications and depletion/recovery rate estimates could be quantified and their 269 

implications assessed in future work. 270 
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RBS is a level-3 ERAEF method (sensu Hobday et al. 2011) that provides continuous quantitative estimates of 271 

status with high-resolution at large spatial scales. Geographically, RBS can be applied most broadly for habitats 272 

classified by sediment type, because sediment maps are more widely available than maps of other habitat 273 

characteristics. RBS can enable assessments of risk framed as: will (or has) the current level of fishing lead to 274 

habitat status that compromises a defined sustainability criteria (such as our example: proportion of habitat 275 

with RBS>50%) or management objective (if set, such as our example: regional RBS>80%)? This flexibility of 276 

application cannot be achieved with qualitative or categorical trait-based scoring type assessments and/or 277 

non-spatial approaches, which only provide ranking of sensitivity or potential risk (e.g. low, medium, high). 278 

Furthermore, there are intuitive relationships between the d and r parameters and traits used for resistance or 279 

susceptibility (as measures related to d) and resilience or productivity (measures related to r). Thus, qualitative 280 

trait scores might be used to infer likely ranges of d and r, enabling use of quantitative RBS.  281 

Application of RBS to faunal and habitat-forming communities requires local mapping to describe their 282 

distributions and, ideally also local information on impact and recovery. Here (Appendix S1), faunal 283 

distributions were predicted, using simple linear models, from local data (Kangas et al. 2007) and a few readily 284 

available physical variables. In practice, more sophisticated modelling methods could be applied and faunal 285 

distributions could be predicted and assessed at species level if required to account for their differing 286 

distributions (e.g. Pitcher 2014; Pitcher et al. 2015b). Faunal distribution data from recent surveys may be 287 

influenced by past trawling, hence status assessments based on such data allow assessment of current and 288 

future impacts but not necessarily past impact. Predicting status due to past impact may be possible (Appendix 289 

S1) where trawl effects can be quantified independently of environmental gradients that influence 290 

distributions, enabling prediction of un-trawled states (e.g. Ellis et al. 2008; Lambert et al. 2011; Pitcher et al. 291 

2015b). 292 

For our application, we extracted d and r parameters from a published meta-analysis (Collie et al. 2000), which 293 

included experimental studies up to the late 1990s. Another meta-analysis included a larger sample size of 294 

studies up to the mid-2000s (Kaiser et al. 2006). Future meta-analyses could directly estimate d and r 295 

parameters and their uncertainty, as well as quantify links between recovery and environmental variables 296 
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other than sediment type, such as temperature and/or primary production — which may enable recovery 297 

parameters to account for regional variations in environment. One potential bias when applying RBS to mobile 298 

fauna is the possibility that experimentally measured recovery rates reflect movement of individuals into the 299 

impacted area, as well as population growth. This bias was accounted for, to an extent, by the adjustment of 300 

experimental r to grid-scale R. In future, meta-analysis of faunal abundance across quantified gradients in 301 

trawling intensity may be used to estimate grid-R directly.  302 

In our assessment of Exmouth Gulf, habitat RBS and faunal absolute status were affected little at the regional 303 

scale, with status ≥90% for all habitats and faunal taxa assessed. This was because <2–7% of the region was 304 

trawled sufficiently intensely to yield RBS values <50% and most of the area was either not trawled or trawled 305 

lightly. Further, most high-intensity trawling occurred on Sand, which was relatively resilient. Nevertheless, in 306 

regions where trawl effort is more intensive and more widely distributed, larger impacts may be expected. For 307 

example, Hiddink et al. (2006b) estimated that bottom trawling in the North Sea had reduced benthic biomass 308 

by 56% compared with an un-trawled state, albeit using a different method (size-based benthic community 309 

model). 310 

Our application focused on sedimentary habitats but many of the issues surrounding the sustainability and 311 

management of bottom trawling relate to status and conservation of biogenic habitats (Rice, Lee & Tandstad, 312 

2015). These habitats are more sensitive to trawling due to higher depletion rates and slower recovery than 313 

sedimentary habitats or smaller discrete invertebrates. However, information on distributions of biogenic 314 

habitats or habitat-forming benthos is often lacking or inadequate, and parameters for their depletion and 315 

recovery rates are also scarce. Some examples where it has been possible to address these information needs 316 

include a fish-trawl fishery in the SE of Australia where predicted 2015 regional status of habitat-forming 317 

benthos ranged from ~82% to 94% of un-trawled (Pitcher et al. 2015a), and a shrimp-trawl fishery in NE 318 

Australia where predicted 2015 regional status ranged from ~76%–98% (Pitcher et al. 2015b). In both cases, 319 

status was predicted to be recovering in 2015 following a series of effort reductions and area closures. 320 

RBS can be used to assess the cumulative effects of multiple bottom-contact fisheries (and potentially other 321 

human and environmental pressures causing seabed impacts, if these can be described by parameters 322 
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analogous to F and d). Further, RBS also supports quantitative evaluation of the effects of alternative fisheries 323 

management options (e.g. effort reductions, closed areas and gear modifications) by simulating their 324 

implementation and quantifying changes in estimated status. Such evaluations would assist decision-making 325 

regarding the choice of management measures to meet environmental targets (e.g. Dichmont et al. 2013) and 326 

facilitate progress towards sustainable bottom-contact fishing. 327 
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 444 

Tables 445 

 446 

Table 1. Impact (i) as log(response ratio) from figure 2 in Collie et al. (2000). All terms 447 

include the overall mean log response (−0.79). (a) Gear-by-habitat effects were 448 

inferred assuming main effects were additive and ignoring interactions (shaded); (b) 449 

taxa-by-habitat effects for otter trawl (for three of 12 taxa).  450 

  

Habitat main effect 

(a) 

 

Mud muddy-Sand Sand Gravel 

Gear main effect i −0.63 −0.84 −0.79 −0.98 

intertidal dredging −1.91 −1.75 −1.96 −1.91 −2.10 

scallop dredging −1.09 −0.93 −1.14 −1.09 −1.28 

intertidal raking −1.07 −0.91 −1.12 −1.07 −1.26 

beam trawling −0.56 −0.40 −0.61 −0.56 −0.75 

otter trawling −0.47 −0.31 −0.52 −0.47 −0.66 

(b) 

 

Inferred effects for otter trawling 

Taxa main effect i Mud muddy-Sand Sand Gravel 

Polychaeta −0.80 −0.32 −0.53 −0.48 −0.67 

Malacostraca −1.36 −0.88 −1.09 −1.04 −1.23 

Bivalvia −0.50 −0.02 −0.23 −0.18 −0.37 

451 
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 452 

Table 2. Depletion rates (d) for habitats and taxa, by otter trawl. Taxa-by-habitat 453 

estimates were inferred assuming main effects were additive and ignoring interactions 454 

(shaded). The taxon rates for All habitats were derived by first adjusting the taxa main 455 

effects in Table 1 for the otter trawl effect and subtracting the overall mean response 456 

(i.e. adding –0.47 − (–0.79) = 0.32) then applying eqn 4. 457 

All habitats Mud  muddy-Sand Sand Gravel 

Taxon ↓, All taxa→ d 0.27 0.41 0.37 0.48 

Polychaeta 0.38 0.27 0.41 0.38 0.49 

Malacostraca 0.65 0.59 0.66 0.65 0.71 

Bivalvia 0.16 0.02 0.21 0.16 0.31 

458 
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 459 

Table 3. (a) Logistic recovery rates (r, year⁻¹), for habitats and taxa, estimated by non-460 

linear regression fitted to recovery curves in figure 5 of Collie et al. (2000); taxa-by-461 

habitat recovery estimates were inferred assuming main effects were additive and 462 

ignoring interactions (shaded). (b) Grid-scale R estimated by adjusting r, using eqn 3. 463 

  All habitats Mud  muddy-Sand Sand Gravel 

(a) Taxon ↓, All taxa→ r 6.4 5.3 15.6 3.0 

Polychaeta 5.8 4.9 4.0 11.9 2.3 

Malacostraca 6.0 5.0 4.1 12.2 2.4 

Bivalvia 3.6 3.0 2.5 7.4 1.4 

      

(b) Taxon ↓, All taxa→ R 5.5 4.1 12.5 2.2 

Polychaeta 4.6 4.2 3.1 9.5 1.7 

Malacostraca 3.7 3.3 2.5 7.6 1.4 

Bivalvia 3.3 3.0 2.2 6.8 1.2 

464 
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 465 

Table 4. Habitat areas and trawled areas (km²) by base 2 categories of trawl swept-area 466 

ratio (area trawled/grid-cell area): total area; area of sediment habitat types; total swept 467 

area; and estimates of trawl footprints (which account for overlapping trawls) assuming 468 

trawling is uniform at 0.01° or randomly distributed within 0.01° grid cells.  469 

Swept-area 

ratio  

Total 

area 

Habitat area Swept 

area 

Trawl footprint 

Mud muddy-Sand Sand Gravel Uniform Random 

0 1760 34 244 892 590 0 0 0 

>0–0.03125 454 9 94 234 117 9 9 8 

0.0625 126 1 32 66 26 11 11 11 

0.125 152 2 57 66 26 28 28 25 

0.25 210 0 79 95 36 74 74 62 

0.5 222 2 42 136 41 160 160 113 

1 307 6 100 151 50 451 307 233 

2 216 0 42 121 53 590 216 200 

>4 88 0 8 53 28 481 88 88 

Totals 3,535 55 698 1,815 967 1,803 892 740 

470 
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 471 

Figure captions 472 

 473 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of a trawl impact and recovery experiment, with changes in abundance (B) 474 

as a proportion of carrying capacity (K) described with the logistic equation. Abundance is depleted from K to 475 

B0 by experimental trawling at time 0 depending on depletion rate d and number of trawls T, i.e. B0=(1−d)T. 476 

Recovery follows at rate r so that abundance is Bt after time t, eventually approaching K asymptotically. 477 

 478 

Figure 2. Map of sedimentary habitats in Exmouth Gulf, between 1–50 m depth (contours: 10 m intervals). 479 

Inset: ternary (triangle) plot showing classification of mud, sand and gravel grain-size fractions (0–1) to 480 

habitats. 481 

 482 

Figure 3. Map of trawl effort in Exmouth Gulf, as annual swept-area ratio per grid-cell, between 1–50 m depth 483 

(contours: 10 m intervals). 484 

 485 

Figure 4. Proportion of total Exmouth Gulf area and cumulative total area by annual trawl swept-area ratio 486 

(base 2); with cumulative distributions of area for each sediment-habitat type; and equilibrium status (B/K) of 487 

habitats at each level of (constant) trawl intensity. 488 

 489 

Figure 5. Relative benthic status (RBS) of Exmouth Gulf total area and each sedimentary habitat against 490 

cumulative proportion of habitat area, ordered by trawl effort, indicating the proportion of area above or 491 

below any given status.  492 

 493 

Figure 6. Map of relative benthic status (RBS) of seabed in Exmouth Gulf, accounting for differing sensitivity of 494 

sedimentary habitat types. 495 

 496 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of a trawl impact and recovery experiment, with 500 

changes in abundance (B) as a proportion of carrying capacity (K) described with the 501 

logistic equation. Abundance is depleted from K to B0 by experimental trawling at time 0 502 

depending on depletion rate d and number of trawls T, i.e. B0=(1−d)
T
. Recovery follows 503 

at rate r so that abundance is Bt after time t, eventually approaching K asymptotically. 504 
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 507 

Figure 2. Map of sedimentary habitats in 508 

Exmouth Gulf, between 1–50 m depth 509 

(contours: 10 m intervals). Inset: ternary 510 

(triangle) plot showing classification of mud, 511 

sand and gravel grain-size fractions (0–1) to 512 

habitats.  513 
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 516 

Figure 3. Map of trawl effort in Exmouth Gulf, as 517 

annual swept-area ratio per grid-cell, between 1–50 518 

m depth (contours: 10 m intervals).  519 
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 522 

Figure 4. Proportion of total Exmouth Gulf area and cumulative total area by annual 523 

trawl swept-area ratio (base 2); with cumulative distributions of area for each 524 

sediment-habitat type; and equilibrium status (B/K) of habitats at each level of 525 

(constant) trawl intensity.  526 
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Figure 5. Relative benthic status (RBS) of Exmouth Gulf total area and each 530 

sedimentary habitat against cumulative proportion of habitat area, ordered by trawl 531 

effort, indicating the proportion of area above or below any given status.  532 
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 535 

Figure 6. Map of relative benthic status (RBS) of 536 

seabed in Exmouth Gulf, accounting for differing 537 

sensitivity of sedimentary habitat types.  538 
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Supporting Information 541 

Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of this article: 542 

Appendix S1. Methods and results for benthic faunal status assessment.  543 
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